would profit by reference to those published in Canada (e.g. as cited by Ley). The fact remains that the book is already over 550 pages of well-ordered, valuable material with very extensive reach and no significant redundancy. It is an outstanding $25-worth, unquestionably of benchmark reference value for urbanists outside geography, and absolutely indispensable to those within that discipline. It is the Gerecke volume's misfortune to appear simultaneously, but that may be poetic justice.
On a parlour table in Victorian Ottawa, one might have found a stereopticon offering the visitor views of the city-the Ottawa River seen from the bluffs behind the Parliament Buildings, the Chaudière Falls, Rideau Hall and Colonel By's Canal. In Ottawa: A Literary Portrait, editor John Bell offers us thirty-one views of the city in prose and poetry. He has not restricted his selections to the picturesque, for in the selections we catch glimpses of the pollution created by the lumber mills of nineteenth-century Ottawa and the life of the poor in Norman Levine's Lower Town Market area and in Brian Doyle's Uplands, site of an emergency shelter in the Second World War.
For all the beauty of its setting at the meeting of the Ottawa and Rideau rivers, further graced by the curve of the Rideau Canal and the blue vista of the Gatineau Hills, Ottawa-the "subarctic lumber village turned into a political cockpit" in Goldwin Smith's contemptuous phrase-has not always enjoyed a favourable press. And, as Sandra Gwyn intimates in her introduction, many an Ottawa resident has often seen him or herself as a transient, a bird of passage subject to the caprices of political, diplomatic or journalistic terms of tenure. Accordingly, it is fitting that Ottawa: A Literary Portrait offers selections from some of the city's famous visitors. Fifty years later, William Dean Howells, whose sister Annie married into Ottawa's francophone literary circles, praised the Market area and deplored the sawdust and effluvia of Ottawa's lumber mills. One gets a little tired of the repeated praise of the bluffs of the Ottawa River, but overall Bell has succeeded admirably not only in giving a sense of the nineteenth and twentieth-century city but of the various approaches to it: along the Ottawa River from Montreal, down the Gatineau Hills, or along the Rideau and past the Hog's Back Falls.
The social makeup of the city is also covered in the anthology. Lumbermen, merchants, vice-regal society ladies, soldiers, and even a tramp (none other than novelist Jack London) are encountered in its pages. Yet when one compares this volume to Bell's Halifax: A Literary Portrait (1990), one realizes that the more amorphous a city, the more difficult it is to capture in a volume of this sort. From lumbering days, Ottawa has always had a large francophone population. Bell points out that there is an equivalent French language anthology for the capital-Bing sur la ring, bang sur la rang; l'anthologie française de l'outaouais (1979) and he provides us with two works by francophones Robert Fontaine and Nairn Kattan, the latter in translation. Bell has included those quintessential literary Ottawans, the local branch of the Confederation group of poets, with works by Duncan Campbell Scott, Archibald Lampman and Wilfred Campbell as well as their gifted female contemporary, poet and fiction writer Susie Frances Harrison. Yet, because Bell's selections from these four writers are all brief poems, the view of Ottawa gleaned from them is slight and impressionistic, and out of proportion to their impact on the literary life of the city. For a solid prose picture of Ottawa, Bell might have turned to Scott's Untitled Novel (published nonetheless) with its depiction of a strike at the mills. Last Thursday I had tea alone with the Duncan Campbell Scotts at their house on Elgin St. The nice big room and the contented atmosphere and the sane language. I felt at home, although they were both polite to me-she especially asking about my foreign travels and other things which made me suspicious lest she be trying to make conversation and thaw me out or something else incompatible with mutual friendship. Left loving them both and walked all the way home in the cold. He lent me a book on the Rossettis, Morrises, etc. ... the girl across the street with the "good job in the government" is home from "her good job in the government," looking as sad about it as ever. (p. 108)
There is a certain flat affect in Ottawa that emanates from its bureaucratic heart, and no literary work, to my mind, has yet transported us to the centre of paralysis-the Ottawa government office and the minds and hearts of the civil servants at work. Ottawa awaits its Joycethat much is clear. 
